Testing the homogenizing effect of low copper sulfate concentrations on the size distribution of Portulaca oleracea seedlings in vitro.
Traditionally, toxicological bioassays rely upon the differences in mean-based statistical tests between the exposed and unexposed plants, and exceptional plant individuals are treated as statistical outliers. Recently, low toxicant concentrations have been observed to affect gene regulation in exposed plant stands and to change the frequency of the largest individuals even if mean plant size remains unchanged. In this paper, we present the results that the latter phenomenon is not restricted to a single toxicant and plant species. Our data analysis consists of two statistical methods that may be of general interest. We utilized the one-tailed Moses extreme reactions test by comparing exposed groups to control plants with and without the trimming of a certain amount of potential outliers from both treatments compared. We also propose that Mann-Whitney U or other tests at ordinal scale can be utilized to analyze if the largest plant individuals in exposed and control treatments come from a single 'survivor' population. We conclude that the results supported the hypothesis that very low toxicant concentrations may have ecological effects on fast-growing plant species. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the statistical methods currently in use.